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**Reviewer’s report:**

The manuscript is much clearer and will provide a good study for comparing effects of organizational elements with improving blood pressure control among patients co-morbid with diabetes.

**Minor Revisions:**

Please be sure to remove statements of ‘trended to significance’ - several more instances of that description appear in the results section. Attached is a version with notes where to remove or revise the wording. Correlations may be ‘strong and non-significant’ - can’t predict if higher sample size will improve significance.

Couple of spots in the results section list p values but not the correlations, authors should be consistent in describing the results - e.g. \( r=XX, p=YY \).

Rest are suggested edits to be concise. See attached document.

**Level of interest:** An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

**Quality of written English:** Needs some language corrections before being published

**Statistical review:** Yes, and I have assessed the statistics in my report.
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